We study theoretically the interaction of temporal localized states in all fiber cavities and microresonator-based optical frequency comb generators. We show that Cherenkov radiation emitted in the presence of third order dispersion breaks the symmetry of their interaction and greatly enlarges the interaction range thus facilitating the experimental observation of the soliton bound states. Analytical derivation of the reduced equations governing slow time evolution of the positions of two interacting localized states in the Lugiato-Lefever model with third order dispersion term is performed. Numerical solutions of the model equation are in close agreement with analytical predictions.
We study theoretically the interaction of temporal localized states in all fiber cavities and microresonator-based optical frequency comb generators. We show that Cherenkov radiation emitted in the presence of third order dispersion breaks the symmetry of their interaction and greatly enlarges the interaction range thus facilitating the experimental observation of the soliton bound states. Analytical derivation of the reduced equations governing slow time evolution of the positions of two interacting localized states in the Lugiato-Lefever model with third order dispersion term is performed. Frequency comb generation in microresonators has revolutionized such research disciplines as metrology and spectroscopy [1, 2] . This due to the development of laser-based precision spectroscopy, including the optical frequency comb technique [3] . Driven optical microcavities widely used for the generation of optical frequency combs can be modeled by Lugiato-Lefever equation [4] that possesses solutions in the form of localized structures also called cavity solitons (CSs) [5, 6] . Localized structures of the Lugiato-Lefever model have been theoretically predicted in [7] and experimentally observed in [8] . In particular, temporal CSs manifest themselves in the form of short optical pulses propagating in the cavity. The experimental evidence of temporal CSs interaction performed in [8] indicated that due to a very fast decay of the their tails, stable CS bound states are hardly observable. It has been also theoretically shown that when periodic perturbations are present [9, 10] , radiation of weakly decaying dispersive waves, i.e., so-called Cherenkov radiation emitted by CSs leads to a strong increase of their interaction range [11, 12] . Experimental investigation of this radiation induced by the high order dispersion was carried out in [13, 14] . Numerical studies on CSs bound states in the presence of high order dispersions have been reported in [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In this letter, we provide an analytical description of how two CSs can interact under the action of the Cherenkov radiation induced by high order dispersion. For this purpose, we use the paradigmatic LugiatoLefever model with the third order dispersion term. We derive the equations governing the time evolution of the position of two well-separated CSs interacting weakly via their exponentially decaying tails. We demonstrate that the presence of the third order dispersion term breaking the parity symmetry of the model equation leads to a great increase of the CS interaction range and affects strongly the nature of the CSs interaction. We show that the interference between the dispersive waves emitted by two interacting CSs produces an oscillating pattern responsible for the stabilization of the CS bound states. In particular, we show that when two CSs interact, one of them remains almost unaffected by the interaction force. On the contrary, the second interacting CS is strongly altered by the dispersive wave emitted by the first one.
The LL model with high order dispersion terms has been introduced in [23] . In what follows, we consider only the second and third orders of dispersion. In this case the intracavity field is governed by the following dimensionless equation:
Here E = E(t, T ) is the complex electric field envelope, T is the slow time variable describing the number of round trips in the cavity and t is the normalized retarded time variable (fast time 
the HSS is monostable (bistable) as a function of the input intensity. When d 3 = 0, Eq. (1) supports both periodic [4] and CS [7] stationary states even in the monostable regime.
When d 3 = 0, due to the breaking of the parity symmetry t → −t, CS becomes asymmetric and starts to move uniformly with the velocity v along the t-axis. simulations of Eq. (1) with periodic boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 1 , where the deviation of the CS amplitude from the HSS is defined as A(ξ) = E(ξ) − E 0 with ξ = t − vT . It is seen from this figure that the inclusion of the third order dispersion induces an asymmetry in CS shape. The left (leading) CS tail decays very fast to the HSS E = E 0 as in the case when the third order dispersion is absent. By contrast, the right (trailing) tail contains a weakly decaying dispersive wave associated with the Cherenkov radiation [11] . Note that the phase matching condition between the CS and the linear dispersive wave leads to a resonant wave amplification [11, 18] which is responsible for the appearance of this radiation. The velocity v of the CS can be estimated asymptotically at small d 3 using the multiple-scale techniques 1). Parameter values are the same as in Fig. 1 that in the conservative limit where losses and injection are absent, one can obtain s = θ = 3.5 [11] . The CS shown in Fig. 1 is generated in regime where the system exhibits a bistable behavior. Let E = E 0 be the stable HSS with smallest field intensity I 0 = |E 0 | 2 . At large distances from the core the CS tails decay exponentially to this HSS. In order to characterize the asymptotic behavior of the CS tails, we substitute E 0 + be λξ into Eq. (1) and collect first order terms in the small parameter . This yields the following characteristic equation:
0 − 4θI 0 = 0 for the eigenvalue λ. In the absence of third order dispersion, when d 3 = 0 and v = 0, four solutions of the characteristic equation are given by the expression λ = ± θ − 2I 0 ± √ I 0 2 − 1. In the case when I 0 < 1 this expression gives two pairs of complex conjugated eigenvalues ±λ 0 and ±λ * 0 . For small nonzero d 3 the eigenvalues ±λ 0 and ±λ * 0 are transformed into a pair of stable complex conjugated λ 1,2 and a pair of unstable complex conjugated (or real) eigenvalues, λ 5 and λ 6 , located in small neighborhoods of ±λ 0 and ±λ * 0 in the complex plane. More importantly, a pair of new eigenvalues, λ 3 and λ 4 = λ * 3 appears. In the limit of small third order dispersion |d 3 | 1 the eigenvalues λ 3,4 can be written as ). These new eigenvalues having small real and large imaginary parts are associated with the weakly decaying linear dispersive wave (Cherenkov radiation) emitted by CSs. As we will see below, they are responsible for the increase of the CS interaction range and formation of a large number of bound states with large CS separations. In the anomalous dispersion regime, the dispersion coefficient d 3 is positive and the eigenvalues λ 3,4 have negative real parts. In this case the Cherenkov radiation appears at the trailing tail of the CS. At sufficiently large distances from the CS core this tail can be represented in asymptotic form 
.
For the parameter values of Fig. 1 and d ) in the limit d 3 → 0, which means that small last term in (3) can be omitted in the asymptotic analysis of the CS interaction. Therefore, since the eigenvalue λ 3 has small real part, at large positive ξ the third term in Eq. (3) with the amplitude b 3 dominates in the weakly decaying and oscillating CS trailing tail. This coefficient is exponentially small in the limit d 3 → 0 and can be estimated analytically using the techniques similar to that described in the conservative limit [11, 24] . This is, however, beyond the scope of the present work. Stable eigenvalues λ 5,6 are responsible for the fast decay of the CS leading edge at negative ξ → −∞. T satisfying the relationL(a)u = 0. In what follows, we will need also the neutral mode w = (ReW , ImW )
T of the linear operatorL † (a) adjoint tô L(a), which satisfies the relationL † (a)w = 0. The asymptotic behavior of the function W defining the two components of the adjoint neutral mode w is given by the relations
with c 1,4 = −p * (1) and collecting the terms of the first order in we get
is the neutral mode of the k-th soliton, andf Σ =
being the right hand side of (1) and
T . The application of the solvability condition allows us to derive the velocities dτ 1,2 /dt of the two interacting CS. Performing integration by parts in Eq. (9), using asymptotic expressions (3)- (7), and neglecting the terms proportional to small coefficients b 1 , b 4 , c 1 , and c 4 we get:
Re b n c * n v + 3d 3 λ 2 n + 2iλ n e λnτ , (10)
Re b n c *
where τ = τ 2 − τ 1 is the time separation of two CSs and λ 56 = λ 5 + λ 6 . At small time separations the term with n = 2 in the r.h.s. of (10) and all the terms in the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) dominate in the interaction equations.
In particular, for d 3 = 0.1 when the eigenvalues λ 5,6 are real the two terms in (11) are responsible for monotonous attraction of first CS to the second one. At larger CS separations, however, where the fast decaying r.h.s. of (11) and the term with n = 2 in (10) become very small, the n = 3 term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (10) related to the Cherenkov radiation becomes dominating. This slowlydecaying term oscillates fast with the CS time separation and it is responsible for bound state formation at large τ . Thus at large CS separations Eqs. (10) and (11) can be rewritten in the form clearly indicating the asymmetry of the soliton interaction:
These equations predict the existence of an infinite countable set of equidistant stable CS bound states separated by unstable ones. They also indicate that at large τ the first CS is almost unaffected by the interaction, while the second CS moves in the potential created by the first one. The velocities dτ 1,2 /dt of the two interacting solitons calculated using Eqs. (10) and (11) (11) is a monotonous, always positive and fast decaying function of the CS time separation τ . By contrast, the velocity of the second (right) soliton is negative only at relatively small τ and becomes slowly decaying and fast oscillating around zero at large τ . This fast oscillating behavior is related to the Cherenkov radiation and described by the n = 3 term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (10). It is responsible for the formation of CS bond states at sufficiently large time separations τ . In order to find these states, we plot the difference of the CS velocities dτ /dt as a function of τ in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . Zeros of dτ /dt correspond to the fixed points of the CSs interaction equations. Stable (unstable) CSs bound states calculated by direct numerical solution of the model equation (1) are indicated by filled (empty) dots in this figure. It is seen that they are in a good agreement with the results of the asymptotic analysis. Furthermore, a stable bound state of two CS and the corresponding frequency comb are shown in Fig. 5 . A "space-time" diagram in the (T, t) plane illustrating the formation of two-soliton and five-soliton bound states with different distances is shown in Fig. 6(a, b) . To conclude, we have investigated the effect of Cherenkov radiation on the CS interaction in the generalized Lugiato-Lefever model with the third order dispersion term, which is widely used to describe frequency comb generation in optical microresonators and CS formation in fiber cavities. We have developed an analytical asymptotic theory of the CS interaction. The results of numerical simulation of the model equation are in good agreement with analytical predictions. We have shown that the third order dispersion greatly enlarges the CS interaction range and makes the interaction very asymmetric. This allows for the stabilization of large number of bounded states formed by CSs. As was mentioned above, in the absence of the third order dispersion, bound states are hardly observable experimentally due to rather fast decay and slow oscillation of the CS tail [8] . That is, considering the system operating close to the zero dispersion wavelength regime where the third order dispersion comes into play, one can facilitate experimental observation of the CS bound states. 
